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ABSTRACT

Major and trace element concenftations, including REE by isotope dilution, and Sr, Nd, Pb, and O isotope ratios have been
determined for 38 mafic lavas from the Mount Adams, Crater Lake, Mount Shasta Medicine Lake, and Lassen volcanic flelds,
in the Cascade arc, northwestem part of the United States. Many of the samples have a high Mg# tl@Mg/(Mg + FeD > 601 and
Ni content (>140 ppm) such that we consider them to be primitive. We rccognlze rhree end-member p:,jmillrve magma groups in
the Cascades, characterized mainly by their trace-element and alkali-metal abundances: (1) High-alumina olivine tholeiite
(HAOT) has trace element abundaaces similarto N-MORB, except for slightly elevatedLllE, and has Eu/Eu* > 1. (2) Arc basalt
and basaltic andesite have notably higher L/lE contents, generally have higher SiO2 contents, are more oxidized and have higher
Cr for a given Ni abundance than HAOT. These lavas show relative depletioninl/F.i4 have lowerl/ftEE andhigherl,ftEEthan
HAOT, and have smaller EulEu* (0.94-1.06). (3) Alkali basalt from the Simcoe volcanic field east of Mount Adams reprcsents
the third end-membr, which contributes an intraplate geochemical sigpature to magna compositions. Notable geochemical
features among the volcanic flelds are: (1) Mount Adams rocks are richest in Fe and most incompatible elements including I/FSE;
(2) the most inconpatible-element depleted lavas occur at Medicine Lake; (3) all centers have relatively primitive lavas with high
ULEIHFSE nttos but only the Mount Adams, Lassen, and Medicine Lake volcanic fields also have relatively primitive rocks
with an intraplate geochemical signature; (4) there is a tendency for increasing 87SrF6Sr, 2r7Pbp4Pb, and 6180 and decreasing
236Pbp@fb and 143Nd,f144Nd from north to south. The tlree end-member Cascade magma types reflect contributions from three
mantle components: depleted sub-arc mantle modestly enriched in ZIZE during ancient subduction; a moder& hydrous subduction
componenl and OlB-source-like domains. Lavas with arc and intraplate (OIB) geochemical signatures were erupted close to
FIAOT, and many lavas are blends of two or more magma t)?es. pre-eruptive HzO contents of FIAOT, coupted with
phase-equilibrium studies, suggest that these magmas were relatively dry and last equiJibrated in tle mantle wedge at
temperatures of -1300"C and depths of^40 km, virtually at the base ofthe crust. Arc basalt and basaltic andesite reprcsent grcater
extents of melting than HAOT, presumably in the same general thermal regime but at somewhat lower mantle separation
temperatures, ofdomains ofsub-arc mantle that have been enriched by a hydrous suMuction component derived from the young,
relatively hot Juan de Fuca plate. The primitive magmas originated by partial melting in response to adiabatic upwelling within
the mantle wedge. Tectonic extension in this part ofthe Cascade arc, one characterized by slow oblique convergence, contributes
to mantle upwelling and facilitates eruption of primitive magmas.

Keyvords: arc magmatism, primitive basalt, geochemistry, isotopes, tace elements, Cascades, northwestern United States.

SoMl\aans

Nous avons d6termind la concentration des 6l6ments majeurs et des 6l6ments taces, y compris les terres rares, par dilution
d'isotopes, ainsi que les rapports des isotopes de Sr, N4 Pb et O, de 38 6chantillons de laves mafiques des suites volc?niques de
Mount Adams, Crater Lake, Mount Shasta, Medicine Lake, et Lassen, dans l'arc des Cascades, dans le nord-ouest des Etats-Unis.
Plusieurs des 6chantillons ont une valeur 6lev6e de Mg# tl00Me(Mg + FeD > 601 et une teneur 6lev6e en Ni (>1210 ppm), de
sorte que nous leurs attribuons un caractdre primitif. Nous prdconisous I'existence de trois p6les de rnagmas primitifs dans les
Cascades, que distinguent les concentrations en 616ments traces et en alcalins. (l) ks thol6iites i olivine riches en A1 (HAOT)
possddent des concentrations en 6l6ments traces semblables i celles des basaltes normaux des rides oc6aniques (N-MORB), sauf
pour un l6ger enrichissement en 6l6ments lithophiles d large rayon (Lll,E), et montrent un rapport Eu/Eu* sup6riew h 1. (2) Les
basaltes d'arc et les and€sites basaltiques possBdent une concentration netlsment plus 61ev6e en ULE, et sont en g6n6ral plus
siliceux, plus oxyd6s, et contiennent plus de Cr porrr une teneur en Ni donnde que H.AOT. Ces laves montrent en plus un
appauwissement en 6l6ments i large rapport de valence i rayon (I/FSE), des teneurs en terres rares lourdes plus faibles et en
terres rarcs l6gBres plus 6lev6es que HAOT, et un rapport EulEu* plus faible (0.94-1.06). (3) k basatte alcalin de la suite de
Simcoe, d I'est de Mount Adims, un troisihme pdle, contribue une signature g6ochimique "intraplaque" aux compositions de
magmas. Parmi les caract6ristiques g6ochimiques notables de ces suites volcaniques, signalons que (l) les roches de Mount
Adams sont les plus riches en Fe et en la plupart des 6l6ments incompatibles, y compris les Ir'F,SE, (2) les laves les plus appauwies
en 6l6ments incompatibles se trouvent i Medicine Lake, (3) tous les centres contiennent des laves relativenent primitives, ayant
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desftpprts LIIEIHFSE 61ev6s, mais seuls les centes volcaniques de Mount Adams, Lassen, et Medicine Lake contiennent des
roches relativement primitives ayant une signature g6ochimique "intraplaque", et (4) 875r/865r, 2x7Pbt2MPb, et 6180 tendent e
augmenter, et2MPbPMPb et l43Nd/144Nd tendent i diminuer, du nord vers le sud. Les tois p6les identifi6s parmi les magmas
des Cascades t6moignent ds I'imFlication de trois composantes dans le marteau: un manteau appaulri en dessous de I'arc, et
modestement enrichi en LIIJ4 pendant un stade de subduction plus ancien, une composalte repr6sentart la plaque contemporaine,
hydrat6e, en subduction, et un mantsau ressemblant A la source des basaltes des lles oc6aniques. Des venues de magma ayant une
signature gdochimique typique d'un milieu d'arc et d'autres typiques d'un milieu intraplaque sont mises en place h proximitd de
venues HAOT, et plusieurs laves sont en fait un m6lange d'au moins deux sortes de magma basaltique. D'apGs les teneurs en
H2O des venues HAOT avant leur 6ruption, consid6r6es avec les r6sultats d'6tudes de l'6quilibre des phases, ces magmas 6taient
relativement secs, et ils se sont dquilibr6s en demier lieu dans le coin de manteau par dessus la zone de subduction i environ
1300"C et d une profondeur d'environ 4O km, donc prds de la base de la cro0te. Irs venues de basalte d'arc et d'and6site
basaltique repr6senteraient des taux de fusion plus 6lev6s que pour le cas de HAOT, pr6sumdment dans le m0ne contexte
thermique mais i une temperature de s6paration plus faible, dans des domaines du manteau en dessous de l'arc qui avalent 6te
enrichis par une composante hydratfe venant de la subduction de la plaque luan de Fuca relativement jeune et chaude. I,es
rnagmas primitifs ont pris naissance par fusion partielle en r6ponse i une remont6e dans le coin du manteau. Une extension
tectonique dans cette partie de l'arc des Cascades, due i une convergence lente et oblique, a contibu6 i la mont6e du manteau
et a facilitf l'6ruption des venues de magmas primitifs.

Clraduit par la R6daction)

Mots-cl6s: magmatisme d'arc, basalte primitif, g6ochimie, isotopes, 6ldments traces, Cascades, nord-ouest des Etab-Unis.

INTRoDUCiloN

The major goal of this study is to oosee through'
effects of ffierentiation and contamination in order to
establish mantle chaxacteristics and melting processes
beneath the Cascades (Frg. l) by selecting phenocryst-
poor samples of chemically primitive lavathat approxi-
mate liquid compositions. We consider rocks primitive
if they are rich in Mg relative to Fe, have high concen-
trations of compatible trace elementso and low contents
of phenocrysts (generally 4Vo). ln extreme cases,
primitive lavas may approach compositions of primary
magmas, in which ferromagnesian phenocrysts have
mantle-compatible compositions, but in most of our
elamples, tJte designation primitive merely indicates
that a sample is one of a particular eruptive unit that has
been least modified since the magma left the mantle.
himitive lavas have equilibrium assemblages of phe-
nocrysts and commonly have olivine or oli-
vine + chromian spinel as their only phenocrysts.
Olivine is typically Fo66s in tholeiitic (see below) and
Fo36-e6in calc-alkaline lavas. The chromian spinel is
present in a wide range of compositions that correlate
with rock chemistry (Clynne & Borg 1997). Plagioclase
phenocrysts (Anzo-sg) occur in some lavas, and clinopy-
roxene (typically diopside with 0.5-1.07o Cr2O3) also
may be present, especially in basaltic andesite. Most
samples in our data-set are comparatively rich in com-
patible frace elements (Fig. 2; e.g., >1.44 ppm Ni,
>200 ppm Cr), have high Mg contents (8-10.5 wt.7o
MgO), and a high Mg# l= 100Mg/(Mg + Fe9l
(1e., >60). A few evolved samples were deliberately
included in order to assess fractionation and contamina-
tion. Because primitive lavas are not common among
the many monogenetic vents and shield volcanoes of
any given center, detection of systematic across-arc
compositional variation is hampered by the small
number of samples; exploring larger data-sets of less

primitive lavas is beyond the scope of this study (cl
Botg et al. L997).

Many of the aaalyzed samples are poor in incompat-
ible elements and belong to the group variously termed
high-alumina basalt [HAB: Gerlach & Grove (1982);
see Donnelly-Nolan et al. (1991, p. 27,856) for history
of HAB terminologyl, high-alumina olivine tholeiite
[HAOT: Hart et al. (1984), Bacon (1990), Barnes
(1,992)1, or low-K olivine tholeiite (LKOT: Bullen &
Clynne (1989); we will refer to these as HAOT. Other
lavas are designated arc basalt (SiO2 < 52 wt.%d) or ba-
saltic andesite (SiO2 > 52 wt.Vo; a sample of magnesian
andesite with 58 wt.Vo SiO2 is included with basaltic
andesite for simplicity). One sarnple in our set is an
alkali basalt from the Simcoe volcanic field, east of
Mount Adams in Washington; it represents a melt of
intraplate-type mantle.

Our study addresses questions of mantle composi-
tion, influence of subduction, melting processes, and
thermal structure in the mantle beneath the arc. Vari-
ation in the composition of the crust complicates inter-
pretation of geochemical data, even for primitive lavas,
as will be seen below. Neverfheless, by considering our
new results, unpublished data" and the few published
results of complete analyses of primitive rocks from
elsewhere in the Cascades, we are able to suggest an-
swers to these questions.

We used our knowledge of the eruptive histories and
compositional variety of five volcanic centers that we
have mapped in detail to guide us in choosing repre-
sentative primitive lavas for analysis. It is imFortant to
appreciate that each of the five centers is a volcanic
field with, many vents, even though it may bear the
name of a single large volcano (e.9., Christianset et al.
L977, Donnelly-Nolan 1988, Bacon 1990, Clynne
1990, Hildreth & Lanphere 1994). Although we at-
tempted to characto'rlz;e the primitive rocks of each
center at the time this study was initiated, the entire



range of primitive compositions cannot be represented
by a small number of samples, and our coverage of
some centers is not comprehensive. In order to partidly
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compensate for this inadequate coverage, our interpre-
tations also consider published data and unpublished
results of analyses in our files. Here, we report a new
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Frc. l. Location rnap showing major Cascade volcanoes (dots), the Cascade volcanic front
Ghort dashes), and plate tectonic features (modified after Muffler & lamanyu 1995).
Dept! contours on the top of the slab (1m) dashed where known. The number of the
narfu1s magnetic anomalies is shown for oceanic plates (age of anomaly 8 - l1 Ma).
The small, young Juan de Fuca and Gorda plates converge slowly with the North
American Plate. Plate convergence is normal to the Cascade arc in northern Washington
and British Columtia oblique in southem Washington - northem California. The vol-
canic zone is )1@ h wide at Mount Adams. Mount Shasta - Medicine lake" and
Lassen, -30 lxn wide at Crater lake. Volcanoes not part of this study: M, Meager
Mountain; C, Mount Cayley; G, Mount Garibaldi; B, Mount Baker; GP, Glacier Peak;
R, Mount Rainieq SII, Mount St. Helens; H, Mount Hood: J, Mount Jefferson; TS,
Three Sisters; N, Newberry.
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TABLE 1. CHEI\1trCAL AND ISOTOPIC ANALYSES OF PRIMIITYE LAVAS

Sample MA:767 MA-696
C€nter Mount Mount

Adms Adams
lYpe* HAOT HAOT
Iatifirde 46o03.9 6o25.31'
Longtude 121.15.05' 727.45.41'

MA-120 MA-953
Mourt Mourt
Adams Adms
HAOT AB
46"t9,31', 46"21.34'

l2l'30.01' t21o42.68'

MA:322 SM-27 75SH-270
Mormt Simcoe Mount
AdeN Mountains Shasta

AB ALKB HAOT
M"O2.t4' 45"5E.59' 41"14.58'

12t 29,83' 120"57.29', t22.Ot.38'

75SV-3 75SH-317 75SH-268
Mount Motmt Morml
Shasca Shasta Shasta

BA BA BAT
4to?3.82' 4to2t.93', 470t5.70'

122"t1.39' t22"12.38', t22"13.14

wt To
SiO2
AlzQ
FezQ
FeO
L{eo
CaO
Na2O
Kp
liO2
Pzos
l{nO
H2O+
HzG
ca2
Toal
Mef

ppn
Sc
V
Cr
Co
Ni
C1l
7-n
Rb
Cs
Sr
Ba
Pb
IA
&
Nd
Sm
Eu
Gd
ry
Er
Yb
Y
Zr
Hf
Nb
Ta
Th
U
87Sr/86Sr
l43Ndi/r44Nd
206,Fibr?.MPb
2stPbl2uPb
208Pbp04Pb
6180

8HAOI high-slumina olivlne tholeiitq AB, arc basalq BA arc basaltic andesite; ALKB, alkel.i basalt
I75SH-X8 conteins -40 % phenocrysts ofplrqioclase + augite + orthopyroxene.
4nalyqtli D.F. Siems, major elements; S.T. Pribble FeO, Na2O, H2Ol CO2, Nb, V; T.L. Fries, K2O: J.N. Grossman. Sc. Cr, Co. Zn,
Cs, Hf, Ta, Th U; O isotopes, L.H. Aclarni; resL P.E. Brussma[ See text foi methods.
Ilash indicat€s rh41 concentsation was below detection tinit-oi that elem€nt was not analyzed

48.1 47.5
16.3 t6.9
1.77 1.96
9.30 9.31
9.62 8.85

10.1 10.5
2,85 2,85
o.t73 0.160
1.22 t.39
0.11 0.16
0.t7 0.18
0.31 0.30
0.13 0. l l
o.M 0.01

100.19 100.1E
6r.2 58.8

28.8 32.9
189 2t7
345 A5
52.t 53.8

t43 t78
58 88
7E 85
3.0 3.3
0.053 0.a42

2/13 %:1
6E 58
0.62 0.42
4.38 5.87

rr.45 15.29
8.55 9.60
2.55 3.10
1.01 t.2l
3.18 3.80
3.53 4.?2
2.O3 2.59
1.79 2.39

23 26
83 98
1.74 2.31
4.9 6.0
0.349 0.46
0.s9 0.62

47.9 49.5
16.7 15.6
1.5 2.41
9.27 6.40
E.7E 9.62

10.25 9.81
3.02 3.17
0.311 1.480
r.42 1.36
0.16 0.52
0.18 0.74
0.20 0.16
0.07 0.07
0.04 0.02

99.80 100.26
59.6 66.7

49.0 49.O
15.9 t6.3
3.07 4.66
5.92 6.25
8.87 6.28
9.40 7.33
3.50 4.77
t.074 2.254
1.50 2.28
o.39 0.9
0.14 0.15
o.22 0.50
0.11 0.16
0.04

99.t3 tO0.23
64.6 51.7

32.7 28.0 25.9
2t2 180 208
3m 347 326
46.8 41.3 42.3

t34 2tt t75
68 92 77
8 3 8 4 8 1
6.9 23.5 7.4
0.111 0.2?5 0.101

289 967 n2
8l 547 347
0.77 4.2tt 3.35
6.94 38.45 22.35

r7.r2 81.32 50.15
11.78 45.50 27.51
3.21 8.59 5.14
r.2n 2.42 1.67
3.86 6.53 4.50
4.r9 4.56 3.76
2.60 2.il 2.tL
2.20 1.90 1.74

u. 24 25
tt2 2u 165

2.M 4.t9 3.34
7.7 15 t4
0.51 0.91 0.91
0.68 5.09 2.33

0.78

49.4
17.4
t.2l
8.00
9.30

r0.9
2,68
o.2u
l .0 l
0 . 1 I
o.t7
0.27
0.09
0,03

100.79
64.6

53.1 52.9 55.3
15.1 16.8 16.8
3.2t 2.15 1.55
4.15 5.20 5. l l
9.78 8.94 6.59
9.73 9.62 8.75
2.99 3.06 3.35
0.698 0.468 0.U2
0.70 0.56 0.77
o.2l 0.11 0.18
0.13 0.13 0. l l
0.44 0.22 0.28
0.23 0.10 0.18
0.04 0.05

100.51 100.31 99.81
77.2 69.t U.4

13.8 36.3 n.4 27.2 23.2
lq 2?r 2fit 198 1E4
129 389 500 476 226
34.4 41.6 34.8 35.6 27.9

103 N 143 t66 67
30 28 56 65 5l
92 82 78 78 7l
37.6 4.7 8.9 6.7 t2.9
0.359 0.202 0.419 0.159 0.830

99s n2 M 354 ffi1
672 t22 225 l4E 257

2.06 1.79 3.01 2.21 4.n
210.90 4.48 10.15 4.53 10.E3
86.53 11.85 '4.00 10.86 25.84
42.96 9.09 13.28 7.M 14.29
8.45 2.77 2.85 1.84 3.09
2.76 1.05 0.93 0.66 L.O2
7.O2 3.52 2.64 2.04 2.89
5.33 4.22 2,50 2.23 2.69
2.42 2.68 r.45 t.37 1.53
1.93 2.50 t.34 1.30 1.38

31 23 2t 16 19
n5 84 106 70 t22

5.36 1.90 2.13 1.50 2.72
57 2.5 3.E 2.2 4.2
3.77 0.188 0.n2 0.158 0.n4
3.96 o.il r.74 0.76 2.56
l.3l 0.60 0.90

o.702u 0.70292 0.70292 0.70360 0.70329 0.70306 0.7M13 0.70366 0.70362 0.703M
o.sr2979 0.513013 0.513013 05r292s 0.512975 0.5t2874 0.51282e 0.512899 0.512887 0.512875
19.037 18.925 18.856 18.967 18.872 t8.692 18.803 18.865 18.776 t8.842
rs.s67 15.568 15.540 15.583 15.559 15.525 15.611 15.s87 15.569 15.595
38.528 38.475 38.359 38.630 38.473 38.283 38.541 38.491 38.384 38.509
+5.7 +5.7 +5.7 +5.1 +5.5 +6.0 +4.7 +6.9 +6J +.7.1

data-set that is internally consistent, precise (e.g., con-
centrations of the rare-earth elements, REE,by isotope
dilution), and reasonably complete in terms of the ele-
ments and isotopes of interest to geochemists.

GEoLoGIcAL Sruwc

The Cascade volcanic arc extends from northem
Califomia to southern British Columbia (Fig. 1). Arc
volcanism is associated here with subduction of the
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Sample
Centsr

TYpe
Iatitrde
Longitude

8lc62l 82eA94 84C1143
Craler Crater &abt
lake Id<e Lake

TIAOT HAOT HAOT
42053.U 42056.M 43002.75'

122014.82' 122025.n' 122"12.32'

88C15rf0 88C1530 88C1521
Crafer Crater Craler
I nke Ld<e Idre

HAOT HAOT BA
43002.74', 43002.1/ 43000.87'

122012.15' 122"12.10' 122"10.t7'

88C1s23 88C1557 8rc354
Craler craler Crater
I -te llke lake
B A B A B A

43"01.32', 430A4.65' 42059.89'
122"11.57'. 122009.48' 722W.76'

wtVo
Si(}2
AlzQ
Fe2O3
FeO
Mp
CaO
NazO
Kzo
Ti02
Pzos
I,lnO
H2O+
HzG
cq
Total
MS

ppm
Sc
v
Cr
Co
Ni
Cu
7^
Rb
Cs
Sr
Ba
Pb
la
Ce
Nd
Sm
Eu
Gd
ry
Er
Yb
Y
k
Hf
Nb
Ta
Th
U
t7$/86$1
r43Ndj/144Nd
206Pbp04Pb
2cTPbr2uPb
208Pbp04Pb
6180

47.5 47.4
r7.4 r7.3
4.57 1.53
5.61 7.7r
9.74 9.51

1 1 . 1  1 1 . 3
2.69 2.83
0.107 0.083
1.08 1.04
0. l l  0 .10
0.19  0 .16
0.29 0.2
0.38 0.13
0.04

100.81 99.29
64.t 65.1

35.1 35.5
223 2U
294 U9
48.7 47.5

t96 r74
82 105
72 72
1.0
0.048 0.040

310 295
7 2 6
0.58 0.49
2.61 2.35
9.17 7.61
8.45 7.36
2.72 2.43
1.08 0.97
3.50 3.t4
4.08 3.69
2.52 2.29
2.31 2.07

2t 7n
76 69

1.86 1.67
1.3  1 .3

0. t3
0.37

0.7035 0.70346
0.512902 0.512953
18.885 18.852
15.573 1s.568
38.481 38.437
+5,7 +6.0

48.7 48.9 49.9
r7.0 t7.2 17.2
1.73 1.93 r.7A
7.62 7.35 7.11
9.r8 9.05 8.43

11.1 10.9 10.0
2.9t 2.97 3.32
0.255 0.333 0.522
l . l 7  l . 16  l . l 8
o.r7 0.19 0.28
0.17 0.16 0.15
0.10 0.16 0.12
0.04 0.08 0.05

100.15 100.38 99.96
64.t il.o 63.5

36.6
229
3 1 1
M.7

t49
101
80
2.5
0.052

381
lt2

1.00
5.02

t4.68
I  l . l9
3 .15
t . t 4
3.45
4.t9
2.60
2.36

23
100

2.21
2.4
0.t74
0.63

0.70355
0.512899
18.909
15.582
38.518
+5.8

36.6 30.3
n5 213
269 263
44.9 39.0

138 123
u 8 2
75 73
5.7 6.7
0.082 0.092

42t 580
136 2U.

1.31 1. t7
6.1,3 10.53

18.72 n.67
t2.67 16.49
3.27 3.77
1.15 1,.29
3.74 3.96
4.26 4.05
2.59 2.M
2.44 2.28

2t 2l
105 125

2.42 2.75
2.6 3.5
0.201 0.256
0.89 r.40
0.32 0.45

0.?0355 0.70361
0.512893 0.512931
18.899 t8.924
15.569 15.ffi2
38.490 38.565
+5.9 +6.3

53.8 52,2
16.3 16.0
2.20 3.19
5.43 4.48
8.n 8.23
8.37 8.94
3.55 3.79
0.882 t.122
0.96 r. t4
0.30 0.52
o. t2  0 .12
0.14 0.t4
0.07 0.07

100.39 99.94
66.6 66.6

22.1 2t.5
t82 203
310 301
36.s 33.0

167 163
73 37
79 85
t3.4 13.6
0.258 0.t73

74 1266
334 ,185

2.95 3.35
13.81 n.48
32.t0 57.36
t7.o2 n.63
3.51 4.81
1.09 1.43
3.22 3.69
2.89 2.83
1.59 1.51
t.42 Ln

16 15
t?a 150

2.67 2.99
4.9 6.8
0.32t 0.51
2.t0 3.?A
0.51 0.81

0.70363 0.70375
0.512895 0.512896
18.877 18.898
t5.571 15.568
38.469 38.485
+6.4 +6.5

52.1 53.0
17.3 1,6.7
1.96 3.25
6.09 3.97
7.59 7.21
9.42 8.52
3.52 3.70
0.669 1.2t6
t . t2  1.03
0.26 0.42
0.14 0.11
0.13 0.32
0.06 0.14

0.02
l@.36 99.6r
63.3 65.1

25.8 20.5
202 186
262 290

? < {  a a t

lo7 161
66 68
73 84
6.5 t3.4
0.208 0.435

585 nn
?59 571

2.64 5.21
9.93 23.12

41.62 50.28
t3.39 25.08
3.55 4.47
1.24 1.35
3.63 3.51
3.60 2.75
2.O7 1.45
1.85 t.25

2r t9
130 158

2.8t 3.23
4.1 6.9
0.27 0.408
l.l9 2.76
0,52 0.87

0.70349 0,70372
0.512942 0.512905
18,842 18.870
15.553 15.564
38.385 38.429
+6.5 +5.8

young Juan de Fuca and Gorda plates. From Glacier
Peak northward, convergence is normal to the axis of
the arc, and volcanism is restricted to comparatively
isolated composite volca[oes and dome clusters (Rogers
1985, Guffanti & Weaver 1988). Between Mount
Adams and the Lassen volcanic center, subduction is
oblique, and the arc consists of widely spaced major

composite volcanoes and abundant monogenetic volca-
noes ranging from cinder cones to shields. There is no
consensus as to whether features such as the Medicine
Lake shield volcano, which lies behind the main axis of
the arco should be considered "Cascade" volcanoes. We
include them in the scope of this paper in order to obtain
a complete picture of magmatism in the Cascade arc.
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TABLE I. CHA4ICALAND ISOTOPIC ANALYSES OFPRIMIITVEI,AVAS

Sample L8&1398 LC861046
Cent€r r assen Lassen

AB HAOT
40,00.90' 40"26.47'

121.57.77'121.59.15'

IrA2-nO rc88-131 I LC861005 LM87-13E4 IrcEE-1312
L€ssen [.assen I crs€n Lass€n t ssen

HAOT HAOT AB AB AB
No23,44', &o19.20' 4oo40,t2' &.32,16', ff20.46',

l2l't7,5L' t22'03.94', t2t"45.M', tzt"tt,7E', 122003,08',

rc82-905 rc8G855 rc85-671
lassen L,ass€n Lass€n

AB AB AB
40"32.47' 40'31.88' 40038.75'

t2to09.20' 127"02.93' 121o09.83'

rype
Ladtude
Irngtrde

wLVo
siQ
AlzQ
FezQ
FeO
Mp
CaO
Na2O
Kzo
Tio2
Pzos
IVIDO
H2O+
HzG
cn2
Toal
Msf
ppm
Sc
v
Cr
Co
Ni
Ol
7,1
Rb
C8
Sr
Ba
Pb
I5
G
Nd
Sm
Eu
Gd
Dy
Er
Yb
Y
b
Hf
Nb
Ta
Th
U
875r/865r
r43Ndjfl44Nd
206Pbt2t4Pb
207Pblzo4Pb
2o8Pt/2o4Pb
StEO

49.5 48.2
t6.4 t7.4
1.78 l .8l
7.40 7.46

10.3 10.1
10.5 tt.4
2.47 2.55
0.403 0.138
0.E5 0.80
0.11 0.09
o.t1 0.17
o.49 0.11
0.22 0.05
0.07 0.02

100.60 100.30
67.1 66.5

38.1 40.0
2t5 218
N2 229
43.9 46.1

2t3 190
79 93
70 70
6.2
0.319 0.032

?37 24r
26& 76

2.32 t.O2
7.94 3.03

17,93 8.43
10.69 6.91
2.78 2.17
0.96 0.87
3.21 2.95
3.92 3.95
2.60 2.74
2.58 2.80

2t 19
76 60
t.74 l.3E
2.O 1.5
0.15
2.50 0.n
0.61

0.7M20 0.70380
.ostmo 0.512875

18.715 18.751
15.601 15.581
38.438 38.398
+7.2 +6.1

48.4 48.0
17.4 18.0
1.68 2.35
7.76 6.61
9.79 9.34

tt.2 n.2
2.6& 2.52
o.t72 0.157
0.96 0.81
0.10 0.09
0.17 0.16
0.13 0.48
0.05 0.37
0.03 0.05

100.52 1m.16
65.3 65.6

43.0 40.1
228 227
323 235
48.1 45.0

tE4 lEO
tzt 94
74 7l

1 {  I  ?

0.062 0.057
235 45
89 85
1.20 1.00
4.44 4.00
9.94 8.81
8.03 7.t4
2.57 2.23
1.00 0.88
3.44 3.03
4.42 3.88
2.97 2.67
2.95 2.69

u 2 l
7 9 6 / .
1.79 t.47
2.t 1.8
0.16 0.t2
0.45 0.32

0.70381 0.70379
0.512891 0.512905
18.952 18.947
15.593 15.589
38.556 38.558
+5.8 +6.7

51.3 49.8 50.8
t5.7 15.6 16.6
1.7 3.24 1.22
6.36 5.39 6.4E

1l. l  10.7 9.97
t0.7 9.81 l1.0
2.45 3.06 2.48
0.377 09U 0.299
0.52 1.32 0.73
0.08 0.46 0.10
0.14 0.15 0.15
0.13 0.16 o. lE
0.05 0.04 0.05

0.04
100.55 l@.69 100.06
71.5 69.7 70.r

49.7 49.5 51.0
17.5 t6.7 t6.9
2.33 3.66 2.tu
6.22 5.80 6.02
8.32 8.19 8.00
9.66 9.79 9.08
3.10 3.25 3.r2
0.659 0.830 1.006
0.98 1.34 l . l8
0.25 0.2E 0.30
0.16 0.15 0.15
0.38 0.2 0.42
0.36 0.13 0.o2

0.04 0.04
99.62 99.86 99.88
&.t 61.6 62.9

34.0 26.3
223 49
6?A W
43.7 40.0

2W 752
69 50
68 9r
3.3 16.l
0.107 0.295

294 601
112 4t3

t.40 3.90
3.69 20.76
8.96 49.60
6.09 26.45
t.69 5.20
0.61 r.47
1.98 4,20
2.22 3.27
t.45 t.71
1.44 1.50

t4 16
59 142
t . t4  3 .10
1.5  l l

0.691
0.61 2,34
0.41 0.62

0.70383 0.70408
0.512E98 0.512828
18.863 18.835
15.608 15.599
38.506 38.512
+5.6 +6.9

37.6 32.4
2r4 2t8
501 323
38.5 38.5
85 tU
32 74
70 8l
4.1 7.2
0.226 0.229

520 405
10E n6

1.40 4.30
6.99 11.48

16.44 26.52
9.48 t4.87
2.26 3.35
0.83 1.05
2.58 3.32
3.20 3.46
2.21 2.14
2.20 2,02

L9 19
E0 108
1.72 2.43
2.2 7.8
0.162 0.511
0.68 t.74

0.58
0.70317 0.70389
0.512970 0.512833
18.814 t9.0t2
t5.579 15.621
38.388 38.617
+6.9 +5.9

28.7 25.0
237 246
u9 3t7
38.1 36.7

tt7 155
66 7l
85 77
10.9 16.3
0.265 0.402

449 486
343 360

3.03 3.31
t3.o2 13.{l
37.75 31.18
18.46 t1.M
4.28 3.93
1.36 1.30
4.36 3.99
4.18 3.E5
2.4t 2.22
2.2t 2.M

2t 18
rzt t29

2.68 2.7
7.3 9.3
0.498 0.63
t.75 1.93
0.73 0.31

0.70400 0.70392
0.512800 0.512780
18.838 18.858
15.605 t5.602
38.526 38.523
+6.8 +7.4

Chemically primitive lavas are present throughout most
of the arc in the zone of oblique convergence. These
typically issued from monogenetic cinder cones,
shields, or fissure vents.

From the Tbree Sisters to Lassen. the Basin and
Rarge provinca imFinges upon the arc, so that NWaSE
to N-S normal faults are common at least as far west as
the arc axis. Normal faults in the Cascades continue as
far north as the Columbia River (Walker & Macleod
1991), but do not occur in southern Washington. Pre-

Cenozoic crystalline basement of the sub-arc crust is
widely exposed north of a point approximately midway
between Mounts Adams and Rainier. From Mount
Shasta to the south, Mesozoic and Paleozoic oceanic
and immafure continental terranes are exposed adjacent
to the arc. The intervening region, however, lacks base-
ment exposures, and the modern arc is constructed on
Tertiary arc volcanic rocks. Tertiary plutons cut these
and basement rocks in the north, and locally as far south
as cental Oregon. There may be no pre-Tertiary base-
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Sample
Cerrter

Type
ktitude
Inngitude

t.c8clm9 82-72-t
Lassen Medicine

I qke

BA HAOT
40044.03' 41.30.3"

121.50.13' l2l'38.7"

767M 880M 1085M
Medicine Medicine lvledicine

Irke ldre lake
IIAOT HAOT HAOT
41"47.1" 41030.0" 41"54.5"

121..36.9" 121o37.9" 121.38.6"

8slM 1376M 881M
Medicine Mdicine Medicine

Id1g lgke lake
HAC}T IIAOT HAOT
47047.2" 41o32.9" 41o30.0"

121"34.0" 121.14.7' 121038.0"

1161M
Medicine

Lake
HAOT
4l'30.7"

l2l '37.5"

wt.Vo
Si02
AIzQ
Fe2O3
RO
Mso
CaO
Na2O
Kzo
Tt02
Pzos
N4nO
H2O+
Hzo-
co2
Total
Mgf

ppn
Sc
v
Cr
Co
Ni
Cu
7^
Rb
Cs
Sr
Ba
Pb
la
Ce
Nd
Sm
Eu
Gd
Dy
EI
Yb
Y
k
Hf
Nb
Ta
Th
U
8?Sr/86Sr
r43NdJ/l44Nd
2c6Pbl2MPb
2olPbpMPb
208Pb204Pb
6180

58.2 47,6
16.0 18.5
1,.66 2.06
4.13 6.33
7.57 10.5
7.72 1.2.0
3.48 2.26
0.806 0.074
0.s2 0.59
o.t2 0.06
0.10  0 .15
0.2t 0.19
0.09 0.09

0.17
100.61 100.57
70.6 69.6

19.2 31.8
r49 t78
a:2 n6
29.5 48.6

17t 218
50 tzt
61 55
10.9 1.5
0.429 0.078

762 178
r79 17

3.40
7.53 1,.25

16.04 3.82
9.32 3.62
2.t2 t .34
0.73 0.62
2.0t 1,.96
1.85 2.66
1.06 1.76
0.98 t.70

13 15
9 2 4 6

1.83 l .0l
2 .6  1 .1
0.155 0.11
t . t 4
0.80

0.70305 0.7034/.
0.512869 0.512968
18.674 18.692
15.535 15.6n
38.2t7 38.406
+6.9 +5.9

47.3 47.9
18.0 18.3
1.5 1.24
7.2 7.31

10.4 10.3
11.8  r2 . l
2.38 233
0.062 0.073
0.71 0.63
0.08 0.05
0.15 0.15
0.23 0.26
0.14 0.13
0.20 0.03

100.15 100.80
68.4 68.6

35.8 34.8
184 182
225 189
50.1 49.7

297 205
105 118
63 58

0.022 0.080
2tL t77
4 8 2 9
0.35 0.35
1.66  1 .33
4.82 4.04
4.79 3.83
1.68 1.42
o.73 0.65
2.37 2.t0
3.15 2.85
2. t0  1 .89
2.06 1.83

19 22
56 5l

1.18 0.96
t .2

0.n 0.28

*or* *or*
0.512965 0.512932
18.873 18.819
15.569 1,s.s76
38.468 38.446
+5.8 +5.8

48.0 47.6
17.8 18.4
t.94 t.75
7.r5 7.r0

10.3 9.91
11.9 tt .1
2.43 2.47
0.085 0.094
0.74 0.11
0.08 0.10
0.16  0 .16
0.r7 0.23
0. t4 0.10
0.02 0.05

t00.92 100.43
67.4 67.1

47.9 49.0 52.7
18.2 r7.7 t6.7
r .83  1 .17  1 .34
7.29 7.86 6.90
9.40 8.63 6.85

l1.3 1t.4 9.55
2.46 2.78 3.05
0.114 0.333 1.092
0.80 0.90 0.92
0.07 0. l l  0.13
0.16  0 .16  0 .15
0.?0 a.n 0.35
0.38 0.06 0.24

0.02 0.02
100.60 100.29 99.95
65.2 63.3 60.1

35.5 32.0
205 191
158 rn
43.9 37.1

t23 104
tt7 t02
7 6 i l
I1.9 3t.4
0.49t 2.04

t99 r93
87 U9
1.13 3.2r
3.87 8.08

10.37 19.20
7.76 11.38
2.42 3.06
094 l.0l
3.20 3.64
4.00 4.46
2.60 2.88
2.50 2.86

2 t  J l

94 135
1.89 3.02
1.8 3.2
0.20 0.38
1.03 4.t7

1.53
0.7034t 0.70346
0.512950 0.5t2932
r8.831 18.911
15.538 15.582
38.387 38.528
+5.2 +5.9

37.8 35.7 40.8
196 192 202
2n 201 2t3
50.7 48.6 47.3

185 176 t&
7 4  1 1 1  l l 0
60 65 65
2 l
0.029 0.028

2t1 2Vt 255
40 47 79
0.31 0.38 0.61
1.98 l .8l 2.65
5.01 5.47 6.35
5.1,7 5.23 5.74
t.75 l .8l 1.90
o.74 0.78 0.83
2.46 2.50 2.65
3.16 3.26 3.47
2.08 2.17 234
1.99 2.07 2.t9

2 3 1 9 n
61 54 68

t.21 t.23 t.Al
1 .0  1 .3

0 . 1 1
0.19 0.36

0.74342
0.512936
18.914
1 {  < 7 2

38.463
+5.9

*or* o-r$
0.512974 0.51.2936
18.872 18.881
15.565 15.590
38.420 38.536
+5.7 +6.3

ment beneath the Cascade arc between Mount Adams
and -100 km north of Crater Lake @iddihough et al.
1986). Here, beneath the arc, the basement is likely to
be composed of accreted Early Tertiary oceanic basalt
and marine sedimentary rocks (e.9., Wells & Heller
1988" Trehu et aL 1994\.

The continental crust is ^40 km thick beneath the
Mount Adams volcanic field (Mooney & Weaver
1989). A reversed seismic refraction profile -30 km
west-south"i/est of Crater Lake defined a crustal thick-
ness of44 km Q,e.aver et aL 1984), although it is uncer-
tain if this is the case under the volcanic field. Extensive
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seismic refraction surveys of the Mount Shasta - Medi-
cine Lake area delineate crustal structure but not total
thickness (Fws et al. 1987), which Mooney & Weaver
suggested is 38-40 km. Crustal thickness beneath the
Lassen region is 38 + 4 km (Mooney & Weaver 1989).

Mgrnons

Samples

Samples were selected from collections made during
geological mapping of Mount Adams Qlildreth & Fier-
stein 1995), Mount Mazama and Crater Lake caldera
@acon, unpubl. map, 1995), Mount Shasta (Christiansen,
unpubl. map, 1995), the Medicine I ake volcano (Donnelly-
Nolan, unpubl. map, 1995), and the Lassen volcanic
center (Clynne & Muffler, unpubl. map, 1995). Powders
were ground in an alumina shatterbox. Although many
samples had been analyzed previously, the entire set
was re-analyzed as a group (except for isotopic compo-
sitions and some REE abundances) in order to improve
precision.

Major ekments

Major elements were determined by wavelength-
dispersion X-ray fluorescence (XRF) on fused glass
disks in Iakewood, Colorado. The Na2O and K2O values
given in Table I were detennined by flame photometry.
Ferrous iron, H2O1, and CO2 contents were determined
by standard wet-chemical methods.

Trace ekm,ents

Lead and REE concentrations were measured by
isotope-dilution mass spectrometry. Energy-dispersion
XRF was used for Rb" Sr, Y, Zr, Bu Ni" and Cu
concentrations. Concentrations ofNb and V were deter-
mined by inductively coupled plasma - atomic emis-
sion spectrometry GCP-AES) following quantitative
chemical separation. Although the Nb values are pre-
cise, there is some question as to their accuracy at the
lowest concentations reported because of poor know-
ledge of concentrations in standards. The concentra-
tions of the remaining elements reported in Table 1 (Cs,
Sc, Cr, Co, Zn,Hf, TA Th, and lI) were measured by
instrumental neutron-activation analysis (II,{AA) in
Reston, Virginia. In a few samples, some of these
elements arc present at concentrations below detection
limits. A special effort was made to obtain data for Cs
by INAA by counting after approximately one year in
order to allow interfering nuclides to decay to low levels.

Isotopes

Isotopic compositions of Sr, Nd, Pb, and O (Table l)
were determined for all 38 samples of this study.
Analyses (Sr, Nd, Pb) were performed with a Finnigan

MAT 262 variable multicollector mass spectometer.
Measured 86SrF8Sr ratios were normalized to a value of
0.7194. and 146Ndr/144Nd ratios. to a value of 0.7219.
Empirical thermal mass-fractionation corrections of
o.l|Voo per mass unit were applied to Pb isotope mea-
surements. Oxygen was exfracted with C1F3, converted
to CO2, and analyzed using a modified Nier-type,
6-inch dual-collecting mass spectrometer. Reported
whole-rock 6180 values are calibrated to a 6180 value
of +9.6Voo for NBS-28 quartz relative to the SMOW
standard. Further details of analltical procedures for
isotopic compositions are given in Bacon et al. (L994).

PRtrvtrflvE MacMa-Tvpss

We recognize t)uee end-member primitive magma-
groups in fhe Cascades, characterized mainly by their
tace-element and alkali-metal abundances: high-alu-
mina olivine tholeiite. arc basalt and basaltic andesite,
and intraplate basalt. Names of these end-members re-
flect historical precedeng the subduction-related geo-
chemistry of'arc" basalt and basaltic andesite, and the
fact that tholeiitic and innaplate basalts are not limited
in occurrence to the arc iself. We emphasize that a
continuum of compositions seems to exist between
these end-members, although examples intermediate
between extreme.arc and intraplate varieties are,scarce,
and that assignment of some lavas with intermediate
characteristics to any one group is somewhat arbitrary.

A fundamental observation is that approximately
coeval lavas of different types have erupted from
nearby vents. A corollary is that Quatemary across-arc
compositional variation, present where the volcanic arc
is wide, is manifested only in the broadest terms by
occrurence of extreme subduction-component-enriched
magmas in the fore-arc and more aftafine, intraplate
types in the back-arc region (e.9., Lassen area; Borg
et aL.1997).

High-alumira olivirw tholeiite ( IIAOT)

Primitive HAOT occurs locally throughout the
Cascades from southern Washinglon to nortlern Cali-
fornia. The field occurrence of HAOT reflects the low
viscosity of these normally phenocryst-poor to aphyric
magmas. Vents are marked by low shield summits, pit
craters, small spatter cones, or spatter ramparts along
eruptive flssures. Pahoehoe flow surfaces are common
in complex sequences of many related flows, each of
which may be as little as 0.5 m thick, but in their
entirety may total many tens of meters in intacanyon
settings or topographic depressions. Tube-fed HAOT
flow fields. such as the Giant Crater flows at Medicine
Lake @onnelly-Nolan e/aL 1991), extend as much
as 45 km from their vents. Diktytaxitic texture and
subophitic groundmass augite are common in HAOT.

The major-element compositions of HAOT samples
are similar to those of mid-ocean ridge basalt, MORB,
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but are distinguished by higher Al contents, commonly
>L7Vo NzOt Grg. 2). In comparison to other primitive
Cascade lavas, HAOTs havehigh Ca (most >l l%o CaO;
Fig. 2) and low Na (^2.5Vo versus 87o Na2O). Incom-
patible elements are present at concenhations neady as
low as, or similar to, those in MORB, as exemplified
by K (commonly <0.L0Vo IQO: Fig. 2). Measurements
of dissolved H2O in melt inclusions in olivine from
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Medicine Lake suggest that HAOT magmas had
pre-eruptive H2O contents of 30.3Vo (Sisson & Layne
1993). Concentrations of B& Cs, Rb, Th, Sr, and Pb,
however, are typically higher in HAOT than in
N-MORB. Some HOAT samples have Cs/I( and Cs/Rb
ratios notably higher than values typical of OIB, ocean-
island basalt, or MORB, and they plot along the arc
trend in Figure 3c. Likewise, HAOT samples have high
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Mclennan (1995). c) CrRb--K relations. Coupled CslRb and Cs/K ratios higher than in oceanic basalts reflect modem
subduction-derived component in arc basalt and basaltic andesite, ancient(?) in HAoT-source. "{Jpper crustal contamination"
refers to Giant Crater lavas, shown by Baker et aI. (1991) to have assimilated hypabyssal gnnite (three Medicine l*ke
samples with high Cs/I( ratios). Ar;g Granite is the average of 8 granitic xenoliths in the Burnt Lava flow at Medicine Lake
(Grove et al. 1988). d) IrA{b rersrzs Ba/I.{b ratios showing lines of equal Ba/La ratio. Higher Ba/I.{b ratios Onn lf-MOftB at
La./l.{b > 1 for all samples except Oree from Mount Adams and the Simcoe Mountains alkali basalt reflect presenc€ of a
suMuction-derived component. The low Ba./La value of Mount Adams samples is in keeping witl a relatively strong
intraplate geochemical sipature there. Field for lavas from Crater Lake area with >67o Mgp from Bruggman et al. (1989)
and C.R. Bacon (unpubl. d^4 1995).

LaAlb
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BaA{b, Ba/La, and Lali.{b rafios (many have Lall.{b > 2),
except for those from the Mount Adams volcanic field
@ig. 3d). This subduction-related signature also is
present in HAOT from east of the Cascades (Ilart et al.
1984; W.K. Harl unpubl. dat6 L995), suggesting that
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enrichment of the large-ion lithophile elemetts, UI'E,
in HAOT is not related to modern subduction and the
present Cascade arc, but is an older subduction-related
feature that is characteristic of the HAOT soulce over a
larger region.
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F\c. 4. Concentrations of M and Ta FeO-FeO* relations, and element-ratio discrimination diagrams. a) Nb versar Ta (ppm),
showing lines of equal NblTa ratio. Most samples have NblTa ratios lower than oceanic basalts. hecision is poor at low
abundances, so NblTa ratios for samples with Nb < 2 ppm are imprecise. Two Medicine Lake samples with NblTa = 9 me
HAOTfractionates contaminatedwith hypabyssal graniterepresentedbyAvg Granite,theaverage composition of 8 xenolitls
in the Bumt Lava flow aJ Medicine l,ake (Grove et al. 1988). b) Analyzed FeO contents versus total Fe as FeO* showing
lines of equal FeOlFeO* ratio. Arc basatts and basaltic andesites typically are more oxidized than samples of HAOT. c) NbZr
versus Bzl7,r ratos (after Leeman et al, L990, Figure 7b). This diagram sepantes intraplate (hrCh NblZr) from suMuction-
related (high BaZr) magmas. Evidence for an intraplate component in the present data-set exists for Lassen and Mount Adams
volcanic fields (compare with Fig. 4d). Dotted field encloses compositions of 85 lavas from the Crater l*ke arcawith267o
MgO @rugpan et al. 19891, C.R. Bacon, unpubl. dat4 1995). Average uplrer crust (Avs U Crust) is from Taylor &
Mclennan (1995), and probably has higher NbZr and TalYb than Cascade arc crust. Pelagic sediment composition (7o .Sadl
is from Hole et aL (1984). d) TalYb versus T\Nb ratios. Expanded data-sets for all but fhe Shasta area show presence of a
high-(IafYb) intraplate component at Mount Adams, Lassen, and Medicine Lake volcanic fields, but not at Crater Lake. Field
for lavas from Crater Lake area as in Figure 4c. Fields for Mount Adams, Lassen, and Medicine Lake volcanic fields from
unpublisheddataof W. Hildreth,M.A. Clynne, andJ.M.Donnelly-Nolan, respectively (1995).MORBhthis figurerepresents
both N-MORB and E-MORB of Sun & McDonough (1989).
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The lavas from Medicine Lake are the most incom-
patible-element-depleted in this study. They include
primitive tbrougb ffierentiated and contami-
nated lavas, in part from the Giant Crater lava field
@onnelly-Nolan et al. 1991). The distinct trend of the
Medicine Lake samples toward high Cs/I( @g. 3c)
reflects assimilation of granite, as documented in the
Burnt Lava (Ctrove et al. 1988), the Giant Crater flows
@aka et al. 1991), andlakeBasalt flMagner et aL 1995).

Chondrite-normahzed REE patterns for HAOT are
IREE-depleted to slightly ZREE-enriched. Heavy REE
concenfrations are generally )10 X chondrites, consid-
erably highsl than in most primitive arc basalts and
basaltic andesites of the Cascades. Positive Eu anomaliss
@ulEu* up to -1.2) are negatively correlated with
LalSqe Gig. 3a).

The M/Ta ratio varies significantly among our
HAOT samples (Fig. 4a). Most have M/Ia ratios of
-12-16, significantly lower than MORB, OIB, or chon-
dritic values of 17-18 given by Sun & McDonough
(1989). There is a tendency for increasing M/Ta with
increasing abundances of these elements in the Cascade
lavas, although this is somewhat equivocal because of
potential systematic error at low concentrations. These
observations are not readily explained by a single-stage
partial melting process because the ratio of crystal/melt
partition coefficients, DNb/Dru, is generally Sl for vir-
tually all phases that have been studied experimentally
(Green 1995). Pla::k & White (1995) suggested that the
cause of sub-chondritic NblTa values tley measured for
low-(Nb,Ta) arc basalts and MORB may be source
depletion by prior exfraction of low-degree, relatively
high-(NblTa) partial melt. Judging from the composi-
tions of granitic xenoliths presented by Grove et al,
(1988), the two Medicine Lake samples with NblTa
ratios of^9 have these low values, and relatively high
Nb and Ta concentrations, because of assimilation of
granite, as described by Baker et al. (199L).

Compatible trace-element abundances are somewhat
diagnostic of magma type. Although both HAOT and
arc lavas have Ni concentrations up to ^200 ppm, Cr
values in HAOT lavas do not exceed ̂ 400 ppm
(Ftg. 2). HAOT lavas typicatly have higher Co and Sc
concentrations (most >40 and >30 ppm, respectively)
than the arc lavas.

Arc basalt and basaltic andesite

Arc ("calc-alkaline") basalt and basaltic andesite
lavas are abundant near the axis of the Quaternary
Cascades as far nofih as southern Washington. They
commonly have more abundant olivine and plagioclase
phenocrysts than HAOT, and may also contain clino-
pyroxene; some lack plagioclase phenocrysts. Higher
SiO2 content and probable lower temperatures of erup-
tion translate to higher viscosities and a different mode
of occurrence. These magmns erupted from vents
marked by cinder cones or form cone-capped shields.

The flows themselves are thicker and, where preserved,
have blocky or aa surfaces.

himitive arc basalts and magnesian basaltic andesites
have higher SiO2 contents and comparable or even
higher Mg#than found in HAOT @g. 2). Most do not
reach the extreme CaO and MgO contents of HAOT
[Frg. 2; note, however, that some compositions given in
Clynne (1993) and Baker et al. (1994) have MgO as
high 6s in HAOTI. Arc basalt and basaltic andesite are
characterized by the UIE (Cs, Rb, K Ba Sr, Pb, Th, tD
enrichment relative to the I/FSE (Nb, Ta, Zx, W, Ti)
typical of arc rnagmas, and greater than that in HAOT
as seen, for example, in a plot of Nb yersas Ba
(Frg. 3b). Cs/I( and Cs/Rb ratios Grg. 3c) are higher
than MORB or OIB values Morris & Hafi 1983, Ben
Othman et al. 1989), as noted above for some HAOT
samples, and trend toward primitive Aleutian arc basalt
(Nye & Reid 1986).

Lidht REE enrichment relative to HREE and HFSE
is typical of Cascade primitive arc basalt and basaltic
andesite. In these rocks, LaA.{b rafios range from 1.5 ts 4,
far higher than in MORB or intaplate basalts @g. 3d),
and comparable to island-arc basalt. There is a corre-
sponding relative enrichment in 84 as indicated by high
BaA.{b and Ba/I-a ratios. The arc basalts and basaltic
andesites have comparatively small Eu anomalies,
which may be either positive or negative @ig. 3a), and
low IIREE contents (most <10 X chondrites).

Values of NblTa arc -13-17 for the arc basalts and
basaltic andesites in the present study @g. 4a). As in
HAOT, many of these ratios are sub-chondritic. Low
M/Ia ratios are not unique to the Cascade arc, as Pla*
& White (1995) reported NblTa ratios down to 6 in
ICP-MS characterization of arc basalts. The low ratios
may reflect prior extraction of melt from the source
(Plank & White 1995) andpreferential retention ofNb
relative to Ta in rutile during dehydration of a zubducting
slab, resulting in lowering of M/Ta in the overlying
mantle wedge (Green 1995). The latter suggestion is
based on rutile - aqueous fluid partition coefficients,
where DM/Dru is nominally >1 in results of many, but
not all, experiments reported by Brenan et al. (7994);
note, however, that DM/Dra is generally indistinguish-
able from 1 ifpublished analytical uncertainty is con-
sidered.

The arc lavas are relatively oxidized, as found else-
where by others (e.9., Gill 1981). Values of FeO/FeO*
range from 0.9 for the most primitive samples of HAOT
to 0.6 for some of the arc rocks Grg. 4b). Presumably,
the arc signature is correlated with an increase in pre-
eruption H2O content (e.9., Sisson & I,ayrc L993,
Stolper & Newmat1994). The more oxidized nature of
the arc rocks probably reflects relative pre-eruptive
oxidation state and is unlikely to be related to degassing
of themorehydrous magmas (Carmichael 1991). Water
transported to the mantle wedge by subduction prob-
ably is responsible for oxidation of the source region of
axc magmas (Brandon & Draper 1996).
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primitive lavas from the Lassen and Mount Adams
volcanic fields contain hints of an innaplate component
Gig. 3b; Bullen & Clynne 1989, Leeman et al. 1990).
The Simcoe Mountains sample is from an ejecta ring
that contains mantle xenoliths. Although few lavas are
as strongly alkaline as the Simcoe units, Quaternary
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alkali basalt vents are not restricted to the back arc, but
occur in a 150 km east-west belt across the Cascade arc
in southern Washington.

MANTLE CoupoNnnm IMPLIED BY
ETD-MSMBER MAGMAS

Compositions of primitive Cascade lavas suggest
blending of melts from, or mixing of, end-member
geochemical domains in their mantle sources. Consid-
eration of data for moderately evolved lavas @6Vo
MgO) along with the set of primitive rocks analyzed
here sfiengthens ttre case for a minimum of three end-
member primitive liquids that reflect components of the
mantle beneath the Cascades: depleted sub-arc mantle,
a subduction component, and intraplate mantle.

Trace-element ratios

Following Leeman et aI. (I99O), we have plotted
NblZr versw BtZr FiS.4c) to illustrate some of the
effects of mixing of three end-member magma E4les or
mantle components. A large number of high-quafity
analyses for Nb in specimens from the Crater Lake area
suggest that there is no intraplate mantle present there,
as all data trend directly from primitive HAOT toward
IAB and pelagic sediment at nearly constant NbZr.
Note that all samples from the Mount Adams and a few
from the Lassen volcanic fields are displaced to slightly
higher NbZr values, relative to the Crater Lake trend,
and the Simcoe Mountains sample lies at higher NbZr
than Kilauea basalt.

The number of data points available for plotting
increasss considerably when INAA results are used in
aplot of Ta,/Yb verswThXb (Fig. 4d). The large numbers
of data points for Medicine Lake, Crater Irke, Lassen,
and Mount Adams volcanic suites define fields that
show the same trends as in Figure 4c. The INAA data
confirm the lack of an intraplate Oigh TalYb) signature
at Crater Lake, suggest that one is weakly present at
Medicine Lake, and add a few samples to the Lassen
and Mount Adams fields that reflect mixing of all three
end-members. Alternatively, crustal contamination
could result in values intermediate between arc and
intraplate frends, because the Ta/Yb ratio of average
crust is higher than in arc lavas (Iaylor & Mcknnan
1995). However, the slopes of the lower field boundaries
for the tbree centers are remarkably consistent in Figure 4d
and cannot be explained by addition of crustal maJerial.

Isotopic composition

The primitive lavas of the present study plot within
or very close to the conservatively drawn mantle array
(after Leeman et aL 1990) on the 8751165r v€aur 8p6
diagram Gig. 5a). Regional differences in isotopic
composition (discussed below) and the limited number
of primitive sarnples analyzed from each center pre-

clude definitive statements about isotopic compositions
of end-member mantle components. The lowest eSrFSr

andhigbest la3Nd/aNd ratios were measuredfor samples
of IIAOT from the Mount Adams field, but most have
values comparable to those for arc basalt and basaltic
andesite. Lavas with particulady high 875r/865r and low
143Ndr/144Nd ratios may be contaminated. Borg et al.
(1997) suggested that lavas from the Lassen area that
plot below the mantle array (e.g., magnesian basaltic
andesite LC86-1009, Fig. 5a) contain a large fraction
of fluid-transported Sr, but not Nd, derived from
metabasalt of the subducted slab; this sample also has
MORB-like Pb isotopic ratios. Note, however, that the
alkali basalt from the Simcoe Mountains has a similar
isotopic compositlon of Sr, Nd, and Pb @gs. 5a b), as
though such features also may be intrinsic to intraplate
mantle.

The isotopic composition of Pb is sensitive to crustal
contamination, particularly in HAOT, where the base-
level concentration is <1 ppm. Neady all samples have
ln$er MPblMPb ratios than the northern hemisptere
regression line and Pacific MORB on a 2trPbPa4Pb

versus 2ffiPbPMPb diagrarn (Fig. 5b). The Pb-isotopic
frend toward fields for northeast Pacific sediments and
Cascade ores rnay reflect crustal contamination or Pb
derived from (not necessarily recently) subducted sedi-
ment. A modem sedimentary component should pro-
duce a positive correlation between the Pb isotope
ratios. Miller et al. (L994) reported a sffong negative
correlation between 207P1oPg.Pb and Ce/Pb ratios for
Umnak in the Aleutians, and interpreted this as evi-
dence for fluid-transported mantle Pb. Our Cascade
data have the low Ce/Pb ratios typical of arcs, but
possess only a weak negative correlation overall between
2olPbPMPb and Ce/Pb ratios.

Oxygen isotope ratios show a good correlation with
geological setting, as 6180 values 2 +6.5Voo we limited
to the Lassen and Shasta areas, where Klamath - Sierra
Nevada basement is known to be present. That values
between +5.6 and +6.1%o also occur at Lassen, along
with the negative correlation between 6180 and eNa
(Fig. 5c) in the data set as a whole, suggests that the
higfr 6ts6 and low g16 values may be due to assimilation
of crust. lnplications of regional isotopic variation are
discussed further below.

Cttsr,trcAl- Cnenacrsr,rsncs oF TIIE FfvE CSNTERS:
Er.sIuEl.tr-ABUNDANCE DIAGRAMS

Element-abundance diagrams (Fig. 6) highlight
chemical similarities and differences a:nong the cent€rs.
These plots also provide for comparison with examples
of primitive lava compositions from ocean ridge, island
arc, and intraplate setrings (Fig. 6[ N-MORB, E-MORB,
IAB, OIB) that aid in identification of geochemical
signatures of mantle components. Also evident are effects
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of processes such as assimilalisl of rocks derived from
the upper crust.

Med.icine Inke volcano

Four representative snnrples from the Giant Crater
lava field of the Medicine [,ake volcano (Fig. 6a) illus-
frate the effects of fractionation and crustal assimilation
on the trace-element pattern of primitive HAOT
@onnelly-Nolan et al. 1991, Baker et al. 1991). T:he
least differentiated rock (82-:72+ studied by Bartels
et al. 1991\ has HFSE and HREE abundances ^O.5X
the Sun & McDonough (1989) N-MORB values, and
is the most incompatible-element-depleted sample in
our data set. Even this primitive rock, however, has
elevated concentrations of some ULE retanve to the
other incompatible elements. The other three samples
display a systematic increase in incompatible elements,
except for Sr. Baker et aL (1997) described how the
variation in composition of the Giant Crater lavas is due
to fractionation of HAOTplus assimilation of granile in
the upper crust. This scenario is consistent with the
patterns in Figure 64 where increases in Sr, Eu, and Ti
are suppressed. Note also that the fItEE and most
elements on the right side of the diagram increase in an
approximately parallel fashion, and that Ba is not
enriched relative to Th and Rb in the two most-evolved
samplas (cf IAB in Figure 60.

Crater Lake

The four samples from the Crater Lake area illustrate
the effect of blending TIAOT and axc rnagftN or their
source components @acon 1990, Bacon et al. 7994) n
the absence of an intraplate component or contamina-
tion with felsic material (Fig. 6b). The most primitive
HAOT has HFSE and REE abundances comparable to
N-MORB, except that Nb is lower in the Crater Lake
rock. Other than K, the concentrations of the ULE ue
elevated, as at Medicine Lake. The other samples,
which range from differentiated HAOT to maguesian
basaltic andesite, display a systematic enrichment in all
elements to the left of Ti and a concomitant decrease in
HREE ard Y ; i. e., as the lavas become richer in incom-
patible elements, the arc signature becomes more
pronouncedo and concentrations of the moderalely
incompatible elements decrease. This observation
applies in a general way to Crater Lake, Shasta, and
Lassen.

Mount Shssta area

The three samples from the Mount Shasta area plot-
ted in Figure 6c can be interpreted in the same way as
those from Crater Lake. The HAOT is more differenti-
ated than the most primitive rocks from Medicine Lake
or Crater Lake, but still has the relatively flat P-Yb
pattern. The two samples of basaltic andesite show

enhancement of the arc siguature, including relative
depletion in.F/REE and Y. Note the high Pb/Sr ratios of
the Shasta area lavas. Samples of HAOT and magne-
sian basaltic andesite from the Shasta region described
byBaker et aL (1994) have similarN-MORB-normalized
patterns to those in Figure 6c.

Mount Adans volcanic field

A11 three components are present in the Mount
Adams volcanic field samples (Fig. 6d), as also found
by Leeman et al. (1990) for the southern Washington
Cascades taken as a whole. The Simcoe Mountains
sample has a clear intraplate signature, as stated
previously. ffus high Nb and Ta concenffations in the
sample of HAOT plot0ed may result from presence of
intraplate-type mantle in its source. Arc basalt shows a
moderate No--Ta'\rell". overall low concentrations of
the HFSE, comparatively high Pb/Sr ratjo, and HREE
depletion typical of other samples rich in a subduction
component.

Lassen volcanic field

The Lassen volcanic center and surrounding region
contain many vents and a gteat variety of mafic lavas
@ullen & Clynne 1989, Clynne 1993, Borg et aL
L997).The tlree components are present at Lassen as
in southem Washington. Primitive HAOT is much lke
that at Crater Lake but for its higher Pb/Sr ratio and
slight K enricbment. True alkali basalt does not occur
at Lassen, but intaplate mantle is clearly represented
Gig. ad), and may be responsible for the relatively
shallow Nb-Ta "well'o and high Ti of sample
LM87-1384 (Fig. 6e). There is no question of a strong
arc signature in many of the Lastsa vqleanic field lavas.
It is most striking in magnesian basaltic andesite (dotted
line), which has a pattem very much like tlat of primitive
IAB @g. 6f), yet contains 587o SiO2 at aaMgt of 71.

Cnmncal Cnenecrmrsncs oFTHE FfvE Cmur.ns:
REEPATTERNS

Isotope-dilution analyses for the REE are sufficiently
precise that subtleties of chondrite-normalized patterns
are meaningful and can be interpreted in terms of
processes and mantle sources. Patterns are presented in
Figure 7 for the same samples as are plotted in Figure 6.

Medicine Lake volcarn

The convex-upward pattern of the most primitive
HAOT from Giant Crater @ig. 7a) is similar to that of
N-MORB (Frg. 70, although REE concentrations are
lower overall in the Medicine lake rock. The positive Eu
anomaly is pronounced. With fractionation of basaltic
magma and assimilation of granite, the REE abun-
dances increase, the LREE become fractionated, the
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andesites. Simitarpatterns arefound atlassenandShasta. Low abundances oftheflREEin the arc basaltandbasaltic andesite
pattems suggest generally higher degrees of melting than for samples of IIAOT. The sigmoidal shape of the REE pauern,
which suggests an eclogitic residue, apparently is inherited from a subduction-derived component, possibly transported to the
mantle wedge by a partial melt of the slab. Although the HAOT patlem at Mount Adams is like those elsewheren arc basalt
is similar to alkali basalt from the Simcoe Mountains.
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HREE show a parallel rise, and the Eu anomaly
decreases, becoming negative in the most evolved
sample. Fractionation and contamination of the Giant
Crater lavas thus result in I/REE behavior unlike that in
arc basalts and basaltic andesites of the other volcanic
fields. In fact, lavas at the Medicine Lake volcano (and
Mount Adams volcanic field) have relatively high
abundances of. the HREE overall: of 168 INAA deter-
minations of REE concentrations in Medicine Lake
samples vtrft.XVo MgO, only two have Ybly less than 10
(J.M. Donnelly-Nolan, unpubl datq 1995). This expanded
data-set contains u 1"w slamFles of "sigmoidal" REE
patterns (see below), but with lower LREE and higher
HREE tJ:,?n at Crater Lake. Patterns with monotonic
slopes, as are common in lavas from Mount Adams,
are rare and have comparatively gentle slopes
(30 < Larv< 50).

The precision of the isotope-dilution analyses for the
REE and replication by INAA indicate that the negative
Ce anomaly in sample 1085M (and 1376M, Table 1) is
real. The INAA data-set for Medicine Lake contains
many samples with a negative Ce anomaly. The only
other samples in this sflrdy with a negative Ce anomaly
are two specimens of FIAOT from Lassen. The pres-
ence of a negative Ce anomaly in island-arc lavas has
been attributed to subduction of pelagic sediment
(White & Patcheft 1984, Hole et aL 1,984). It may be
that the negative Ce anomaly results from compara-
tively ancient @4esozoic?) sediment subduction that
locally affected the TIAOT sowce, and that is not
evident in arc basalt and basaltic andesite because of an
overwhelning contribution from modem subduction,
in which pelagic sediment is not well represented.

Crater Lalce

T\e REE pattems for the four samFles in Figure 7b
from the Crater Lake area rotate about a ooint near Tb.
as noted previously for HAOT and calc-;lkaline basal-
tic andesites @acon 1990). Primitive IIAOT has an
*-tr4933-like pattem and also the stongly positive Eu
anomaly typical of end-member HAOT. Differentiated
HAOT (84C1143) has brgher REE abundances overall
and, although still convex upward, is slightly LREE-
enriched. Arc basalt and magnesian basaltic andesite
show a progressive increase in LREE and decrease in
HREE wfu7e retaining a small positive Eu anomaly.
These samples have a sigmoidal pattem: convex-upward
LREE and concave-upward HREE. The larger Crater
Lake data-set of 76 samples with MgO 2 6Vo analyzed
by INAA @ruggman et al. 1989, C.R. Bacon, unpubl.
data 1995) contains 18 examples having Yb1,< l0 and
several with a sigmoidal pattern.

Mount Shasta area

The one sample of TIAOT from the Mount Shasta
area has z flat REE pattern with small positive Eu

anomaly at a little more than 10X chondrites (Fig. 7c).
The basaltic andesites have lower levels of the HREE
than the HAOT, a small positive Eu anomaly, and slight
to moderate ZJ?EE enrichment. Sample 75SV-3 has a
sigmoidal pattern like -agnesian basaltic andesite from
Crater take, but with less pronounced lREE emichment"

Mount Adams volcanic field

The REEpattern for IIAOT from the Mount Adams
volcanic field (Fig. 7d) is similar to that of HAOT from
the other centers. Alkali basalt from the Simcoe Moun-
tains volcanic field has a steep, straightpattern. Surpris-
ingly, arc basalt has a nearly identical pattern, including
Yb at -10X chondrite, and lacking upward concavity in
tJre HREE pattem as found in lavas with arc signature
a.t the other centers. A search of 48 INAA results of rocks
with MgO 2 6Vo CY'/. Hildreth & J. Fierstein, unpubl.
data, 1995) found three with sigmoidal pafterns, and
only one with Yb1"< 10.

Inssen volcanic field

As expected on the basis of element-abundance
patterns, the four representative samples from the
Lassen volcanic field in Figure 7e show a wide range
of REE pattems. HAOT is similar to its relatives at the
other centers. Sample LC88-1398 is arc basalt on
the basis of chemical composition, but it has HAOT-
like compositions of the phenocrysts (Clynne 1993). It
has similar I/RE4 but notably higher ZREE concentra-
tions, than primitive IIAOT. This sample also has high
ULE (except Sr) concentrations, high eSrF6Sr,
2il7Pb1ruPb,618O, and low 143Nd/[44Nd values. Arc basalt
has a sigmoidal pattern similar to magnesian basaltic
andesite from Crater Lake. The magnesian basaltic
andesite from the Lassen field, although characterized
by a similarly shaped pattern, has much lower abun-
dances of the KEE, in keeping with its incompatible-
element-poor overall composition. Positive Eu
anomalies are small or lacking in the Lassen area
samples. In the examples in Figure 7e, and in a larger
data-set of 42 compositions of rocks with MgO 26Vo
(Clynne 1993), there is no sample with the staieht"
fractionated pat0ern shown by alkali basalt from the
Simcoe Mountains, as might be anticipated to be found
on the basis ofthe other trace-element evidence for an
intraplate component (Fig. 4d). As at Crater Lake, some
samples from the Lassen area have relatively low
I/REE contents (10 of 42 have Yby< 10).

RrcroNar, DrrFsRm.ICEs INTI{E CoMposITIoN oF
PRnvrrTVE LAvAS

Description of the compositions of primitive lavas
from the five centers has touched upon systematic
regional variations in abundances of the incompatible
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elements and isotopic compositions. Here, we plot and
discuss selected geochemical parameters as functions
of latitude in order to focus on the more significant
features of regional variation.

Vari*ions in TiO2content and various isotopic rafios
are plotted versus laf,tttude in Figure 8. Also shown are
fields defined by our own unpublished data and litera-
fire values for the Mount Adanrs, Craterlake, and Iassen
areas. Available isotopic data for Shasta and Medicine
Lake are insufficient for meaningful definition of
ranges of values. Of the others, Crater Lake has the
narrowest range of isotopic compositions.

HFSE and Fe

There are the most data for Ti among the HFSE.
Minimum TiO2 contents at MgO 2 6Vo increaseby
a factor of two from soutl to north (Fig. 8a). Crater
Lake has the most restricted range of concentrations, in
keeping with the lack of an observed f/F,lE-rich in-
traplate contibution. Maximum TiO2 values at Medi-
cine Lake (L.97o), Lassen (1.87o), and Mount ddams
Q.SVo) arc similar to those of inhaplate basalts. Mount
Adams also has highsl seaesafiations of other,FIFSE
and Fe than the centers to the south. The relatively high
I{FSE contents of basalts from the Mount St. Helens,
Indian Heaven, and Mount Adams volcanic fields were
noted by Leeman et al. (1990).

REE

All five centers have HAOT with LREE-depleted to
slightly LREE-enriched chondrite-normalized patterns,
with a positive Eu anomaly. A negative Ce anomaly is
present in some sam.ples of HAOT, and is particularly
common aJ Medicine Lake. "Sigmoidal" LREE-eniched
pattems with convex-upward LREE, concave-upward
HREE, and Ybrv < L0 are common at Crater Lake,
Shasta, and Lassen. Patterns with monotonic steep
negative slopes and Ybr,' -10 are common only at
Mount Adams.

Sr, Pb, Nd, and O isotopes

The range in Sr isotopic composition is well defined
by the expanded data-sets for the Mount Adams, Crater
Lake, and Lassen volcanic fields, which include results
published elsewhere. Of these, Lassen shows the
greatest variation. Note that the fields for 87SrP6Sr in
Figure 8b contain a few sanrples of andesite wrth <6Vo
MgO and low 87SrF6Sr ratios; ttrese samples are
believed to have had a low-87sr/86sr basaltic parent not
represented among erupted lavas (e.g., Bacon et al.
1994). The primitive lavas analyzed in the present study
have medi.an 8751165r rados that tend to decrease from
south to north.

Lead isotopic compositions show broad overlap
among the Cascade centers. However, values for the

primitive lavas of this study again suggest regional
differences. In this case, zuPbPA4Eb tends to be higher
andMPbPMFo lower in the south @igs. 8c, d). This crude
anti-correlation between Pb isotope ratios may reflect
crustal contamination of lavas erupted in Californi4 or
it may be an artifact of inadequate coverage in the
present data-set. Lower crust would be expected to
have low 238Ulg.F4oo and hence comparatively 1ow
206P1oPMPb (as seen at Lassen) if sufficiently old.

Minimum eNd values show a general increase from
south to north @g. 8e), with Medicine Lake being
restricted to relatively high values, perhaps because of
fts limited coverage in this data set. The trend is
defined by relatively low €N6 of the Lassen and Shasta
samples.

A clear regional trend is shown by maximum 6180
values @ig. 8f). The highest 6180 values in primitive
rocks occur in the south, and median values generally
decrease to the nortl. A11 centers except Shasta" where
data are limiled to four samples, have some values in
the nomral mantle range of +5.5 t 0.47oo Qt/Iattey et al.
1994'l and at or below the baselevel of +5.9 n +6.2%o
for arc basalts suggested by Harmon & Hoefs (1995).
Mattey et aL (L994) suggested that at the lowest solidus
temperatures considered likely for peridotite, allowing
for the largest mineral-melt fractionations, the maxi-
mum 6180 values of basaltic liquids in equilibrium vrith
peridotitic mantle would be in the range +6.0 - +65Vou
Causes of l8O enrichment are suggested below.

RScToNAL DFFERENCFS IN BASEMENT RocKs AND
CRUSTAL CoNrarurnerrolq

Regional differences in geochemical parameters that
are sensitive to contamination suggest that many primi-
tive lavas record some degree of crustal interaction
(e.g., Bacon et al. 1994). The most compelling evi-
dence for this interaction in the data gathered for this
study is the commonly high $trg values of samples from
the Shasta and l,assen areas. the hi.gh 6iaO values mrght
result from surface processes, although this seems
unlikely given the restriction of 6180 values ) +6.5%oa
to the Lassen and Shasta volcanic fields and the laree
proportion of r8O-rich samples there (11 of l5). Chemi-
cally primitive lavas with 875r/865r ratios ) 0.704, only
present at Lassen and Shasta, also have 6180 2 +6.7%o
These samples commonly have high 2o7PbPsPb values,
coupled with low 2MPbl2MPb and eN6 values (e.g.,
LC88-1398), which are consistent with contamination
with lower crust characterized by ancient depletion in
U. Potential assimilan8 or reactive wallrocks would
have to be altered mafic or ultramafic rocks with
comparatively high 6180 values (+8 - +l2Voo), as may
be present in the Klamath Mountains basement [see
summary in Bacon et aI. (1994, p. 1550)1, in order to
produce the required shift in 6180 without notably
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decreasing M.g# or concentrationg 6f semFatible
trace-elements in the resulting magrruN.

Regional geophysical surveys suggest a cause for the
elevated 6180 values for the Shasta and Lassen area
volcanic rocks. Isostatic residual gravity highs immedi-
ately west of the Shasta and Lassen volcanic fields
@lakely et al. 1985, Blakely & Jachens 1990) approxi-
mately coincide witfu high p-v6ve velocities in the crust
@enz et al. 1992) and imply that thick sequences of
mafic or ultramafic (ophiolitic) rocks (or both) pmject
beneath Mount Shasta and probably also Lassen. North
of Mount Shasta, where increases in 6180 of primitive
lavas relative to presumed mantle values are smaller
(Fig. 8; Bacon et al. L994),+he continuation of the belt
of gravity highs is west of the Cascades and merges
with the Oregon Coast Ranges (Blakely & Jachens
1990), where the rocks responsible for it would have no
effect on the modern arc. Results of seismic refraction
snrveys @ws etal. 1987, Fig. ll) indicate that the
Ordovician Trinity ultramafic sheet is present in the uppr
crust as deep as -10 km beneath Mount Shasta and that
a 7.0 km/s layer, possibly consisting of ophiolitic rocks,
begins -17 km beneath the surface. To the east, beneath
Medicine Lake, where high-ttQ primitive lavas have
not been reported,Fris et al. (1987) did not identify the
Trinity ultramafic sheet and found that a 7.0 km/s layer
is not reached until a depth of ^27 km.

It has been suggested that the subduction component
is the carrier of excess 18O in some arc lavas (e,g.,Ito
& Stern 1985/86, Woodhead et al. L987). Borg et aI.
(1997) propose that the high 6180 values for lavas from
the Lassen area reflect their mantle source, which was
modified by a high-18O subduction component. Laser-
fluorination O-isotopic analyses of mantle minetals
sfiongly suggest that the mantle is quite uniform in its
O-isotopic composition, regardless of the presence of
hydrous phases, casfing doubt on subduction-related
increases in the 6180 value of the mantle wedge (Mattey
et al. 1994). The SrA.{d ratio, which is likely to be lower
in continental and oceanic crustal rocks than in arc
magmas (Rudnick 1995), can be used to test the
hypothasis that the zuMuction comtr)onent is responsible
for high-6lao lavas of the Shasta and Lassen areas.
Were the subduction component responsible for ele-
vated 6180 values, sampleg with high 6180 would have
high SrA{d ratios. Because there is no correlation
between 6180 and Sr/I.{d [or Sr/P, used as an index by
Borg et aL (1997)1, and because many of the high-trQ
lavas also have SrA.{d ratios of only ^20-30 Gig. 5d),
far lower than samFles v/ith a strong subduction-related
geochemical signature (Sr/Nd as high as 82), a contami-
nation process is the more likely explanation for the
high 6taq values. Any plagioclase fractionation that
might accompany contamination would further reduce
SrA.{d for a glven increase in 6180.

Our data for Medicine Lake include four samples
from the Giant Crater lava field" where assimilation is

known to be imFortanl but the contaminant is granite
of the upper crust (Grove et al. 1988, Baker er al. 1991)
that probably is Cenozoic in age. The most contami-
nated and differentiated of these Giant Crater samples
(1161M) has a 6180 value of +5.970o, whereas one sample
of basalt (8S1M) has an anomalously low 618O value of
+5.2Voo. Definitive O-isotopic evidence for a basement-
contamination effect is lacking in southem Washington,
even though Mount Adams is only ^40 km south of
exposures of pre-Tertiary rocks. One sample from the
Mount Adams area (MA-953) has a 6180 value of only
+S.lVoo. Contamination with a small amount of low-l8O
rock from the upper crust may explain the 6180 values
of these samples. Alternatively, the low-18O samples
may simply reflect variation within the mantle, because
these values are within the range defined by mantle
peridotites (Mattey et al. L994).

Althotrgl we have presented isotopic data that are
readily interpreted in terms of crustal contamination,
geochemical evidence for contamination is not always
separable from the effects of subduction in the Cascade
province. This is a direct result of the fact that the
basement rocks consist of accreted oceanic and arc
terranes stitched together by tonalite-granodiorite
plutons, all of which have suffered the effects of Late
Cenozoic magmatism and associated hydrothermal
activity that have added to and re-processed the crust.
Thuso the age of a subduction component identified in
the geochemistry of primitive lavas can be somewhat
ambiguous, at least in the HAOT source, as discussed
below.

Souncs Cnanacrunrsrrcs

Many authors have pointed out that IIAOT and arc
lavas cannot be related by any reasonable combination
of fractionation, assimilation, or melting of a common
source (e.g., Hughes & Taylor 1986, Bacon 1990,
Baker et aI. L994).T\e compositional spectumresults
from variation in extent of melting of mantle sources
that are variably enriched in a subduction component
and have a ftInge in capacity to produce basaltic melt
(i.e., fertility).

Temperature, depth and water content

The origin of HAOT liquids is relatively staigbt-
forward. Barla;ls et al. (1991) conducted phase-equilib-
rium experiments on primitive HAOT from Medicine
Lake, including sample 82-:lz-f. They found that
nqminally anhydrous HAOT is in equilibrium with a
spinel lherzotte assemblage at -129O'C at 11 kbar,
presumably the point of separation of HAOT magma
from the mantle lrecall that Sisson & Layne (1993)
reported S0.37o dissolved H2O in melt inclusions in
olivine phenocrystsl. These pressure conditions corre-
spond to a depth near the base of the crust (Mooney &
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Weaver 1989). Baker et al. (1994) concluded that
HAOT at Shasta (their high-alumina basalt) represents
6-L07o nearly anhydrous melting of depleted mantle
that had previously been enriched with a modest amount
of subduction component (e.g., Donnelly-Nolur et al.
1991). We accept this model, and suggest that other
HAOT compositions in the northern Catifornia to
southern Washington Cascades can be explained by
combinations of variation in the amount of a subduction
component added to the source and differences in
degree of melting [owing primarily to source fertility,
as reflected by amount of clinopyroxene (Clynne
1993), but also to H2O contentl. Positive Eu anomalies
probably result from the reduced nature of HAOT and
the presence of re,sidual clinopyroxene @onnelly-Nolan
et al. l99l) at the site of last equilibration in the mantle.
Higher Sc contents in HAOT in comparison with arc
basalts and basaltic andesites also may reflect a larger
contribution from clinopyroxene in the IIAOT source,
relative to the less fertile source of the arc magmas, in
which all clinopyroxene may be consumed and Sc in
melts thereafter diluted by high degrees of melting.
Alternatively, residual garnet, ifpresent in the source of
the arc magmas but not in that of HAOT, would result
in lower Sc contents of the arc magnas.

The origin of arc basalt and basaltic andesite is
commonly lhked to the effects of H2O on melting in a
subduction-component-emiched mantle. Morris & Hart
(1983), Hickey etal. (1986),Llrbr (7992), Stolper &
Newman (1994), Baker et al. (1994), and others have
suggested that melt fraction during genesis of arc basalt
and basaltic andesite is a function of the H2O content
(and relative fertiliry) of the mantle source. High pre-
eruptive H2O contents of mafi.c arc magmas have been
reporled by Anderson (1974), Sisson & Layne (1993),
and Sobolev & Chaussidon (1996). For examplg Sisson
& Layne (1993) documented up to 3.3Vo dissolved H2O
in melt inclusions in olivine from basaltic andesite
erupted near Mount Shasta. Baker et al. (1994) summa-
rized evidence for the importance of H2O on extent of
melting at upper mantle pressures and presented a
model for the origin of calc-alkaline basalt and magne-
sian basaltic andesite of the Mount Shasta area. They
argued that these magmas contained between 3.5 and
6VoH2O,last equilibrated with harzburgite at -1200'C
at ca. l0 kbar, and represent melting extents of up to
^3UVo.The comparatively low HREE,Y, and Sc contents
of the arc lavas would be a result of high degrees of
melting of a depleted, relatively infertile source that had
beenemiched in H2O,ULE,andLkEEby addition of a
subduction component.

Origin of sigmaidal REE patterns

The sigmoidal REZ patterns of arc basalt and basaltic
andesite from Lassen, Shasta and Crater Lake appear
to be consistent with subduction-component enrich-
ment of magma sources. The Quaternary absarokite

described by Conrey et al. (1997; sample RC93-50)
from the northern Oregon fore-arc provides an exteme
example of a sigmoidal REE paltnm in a subduction-
component-rich primitive lava (Ce -300x, Yb ^tx
chondrites).

Generation of sigmoidal REE patterns ca:rnot be
modeled by melting spinel or garnet lherzolite (e.9.,
Martin 1987) with either Z.REE-depleted or monoton-
ically decreasing (negative slope) chondrite-normalized
REE abundances, such as are characteristic of many
peridotite xenoliths and massifs (McDonough & Frey
1989). Neither can fractional crystallization of liquids
with such REE patterns produce the sigmoidal pattem
because bulk distibution-coefficients for the HREE
must be significantly greater than 1 and must decrease
with increasing REE atomlc number Qimiting any role
of garnet). Rather, melting and crystallization models
require that the sigmoidal REE pattem be a charac-
teristic of the source peridotite (Stem et al. 1989).

McCulloch & Gamble (1991) argued that fluid
extracted from the subducted slab would carry LREEblt
that,IdREE would be retained in the slab. Addition of such
a fluid-transported subduction component to de-
pleted mantle could produce the required REEpattern
that would yield melts with a sigmoidal REE pafrern.
Infertile peridotite xenoliths with a sigmoidal REE pat-
tern and LREE +-70x chondritic values have been
descriM by Ionov et al. (1995),who suggested thai these
rocks had experienced large degrees of partial melting
and melt extraction, followed by metasomatism by
(mEE-bearing) fluids. Calculated compositions of patial
melt for such metasomatized peridotites have a sigmoidal
REE pattern and abundances similar to those observed
in the Cascade lavas.

Alternatively, a slab-derived melt might carry a sig-
moidal IREE signature to the depleted mantle wedge.
Support for this mechanism can be found in rocks ofthe
tonalite - trondhjemite - granodiorite (fIG) suite,
which commonly have sigmoidal REE pattems and are
believed to be forrned by partial melting of eclogile or
gamet granulite (metabasalt), leaving a gamet + clino-
pyroxene t amphibole residue (futh & Hanson L972,
Ar:th et al. 1978, Drummond & Defant 1990, Rapp &
Watson 1995). Note that we axe not suggesting that
primitive Cascade lavas are slab melts, only that such
melts may be responsible for the sigmoidal character of
REE pattems. In either case, fluid or melt transport,
melting of peridotite in the wedge is incapable of
producing the sigmoidal REE paltsrn without prior
emichment of that source by a slab-derived fluid or melt

We favor a model in which variation in concenha-
tions of SiO2 and incompatible elements in arc basalt
and basaltic andesite are tied to tlre amount of suMuction-
compone,nt enrichment which, along with source fertility,
determines the extent of melting at a given lemperature
and depth. This model is consistent with the adjacent
occturence of both HAOT and lavas with strong trace-
element signatures of arc magmas. Note that the most
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silica-rich basaltic andesite (LC86-1009) has a sigmoidal
REE patrem (Fig. 7), similar to arc basalt (I 487-1384),
but relatively low abundances of all REE (and Sc),
consistent with its origin as a high-degree melt, presum-
ably leaving a harzburgitic residue, as suggested by Baker
et al. (1994) for magnesian basaltic andesite at Shasta.

The steep, straight nEE pattems and btgh HREE
concentrations of our alkali basalt sample from the
Simcoe volcanic field imply a low degree of melting of
enriched mantle. Although the arc basalt from the
Mount Adams volcanic field has a similar REE pattern
(Fig. 7), we suggest that it has lower abundances of
moderately incompatible elements because it represents a
higher melt-fraction, enriched in a subduction componenl

Tm CASCADE Uppsn Mar.w.s

Composition

We have presented compositional data indicative of
at least three end-member primitive magmas at the five
Cascade volcanoes studied. lXese imply three mantle
components in the sources of IIAOT, arc basalt and
basaltic andesite, and intraplate basah depleted sub-arc
mantle, mantle enriched by a modern subduction
component, and OlB-source-like intraplate mantle. The
sizes of domains within the mantle are unknown, but
the spatial association of vents for all three lava types
indicates either limited areal extent or a layered struc-
ture. It does not appear to be possible to discriminate
between mixing of sources in the mantle and blending
of melts ftom different sources in order to produce the
continuum of lava compositions.

Universal presence of HAOT with minor UIE
enrichment relative to N-MORB requires widespread
depleted sub-arc mantle. The arc signature present in
the HAOT source may be an old one, as HAOT with
similar 1,11,8 emicbment (commonly including Cs + Pb) is
found far to the east of the modem Cascade arc" in the
Oregon Plateau and northern Basin and Range region
QIafi et aL.1984; W.K. Harr unpubl. data, 1995). This
depleted sub-arc mantle corresponds to Carlson's (1984)
Cl incompatible-element-depleted mantle reservoir
east of the Cascades.

We suggest that the subduction signature, clearly
present in arc basalt and basaltic andesite of the
Cascades, is linked to modern subduction because these
lavas are restricted to the arc itself and have much
higher LlIE abundances than samples of HAOT, which
are considered to represent similar 61 lower degrees of
melting. The actual source of arc basalt and basaltic
andesite may be less fertile than that of HAOT @aker
et al. L994, Clynne & Borg 1997), though it must be
more hydrous. Clearly, some geochemical tracers are
derived from subducted sediment, such as Cs and Pb.
However, the few published loBePBe data for Cascade
lavas do not indicate a measurable contibution from

young pelagic sediment. Low loBePBe ratios and B
concentrations in four lavas from the southwest
Washington Cascades (Monis & Tera 1989, Leeman
et aL 1990) probably reflect slow subduction of the
young, hot Juan de Fuca plate plus sediment derived
from the continental margin (198e- and B-poor), and
consequent loss of fluid-transported elements during
dehydration of the slab tenchward of the volcanic
front. The proportion of the subduction component
obtained from altered basaltic rocks of the slab is
equivocal, as we do not find the negative correlation
between 2tlPbt2gPb and Ce/Pb ratio used by Miller
et al. (L994) to identify mantle Pb derived from a
subducted slab.

An intraplate mantle component is present in lavas
from the Mount Adams and Lassen volcanic fields and
appears also to be present in some rocks from Medicine
Lake (Fig. 4d). At Lassen @org et al. 1997) and,
apparently, Medicine Lake, the innaplate signature
tends to increase to the east whereas the arc character
decreases. Hughes (1990) found geochemical evidence
for both depleted and OlB-source-like mantle beneath
the central Oregon Cascades (approximate lat.
44o-45oN, north of Crater Lake), Conrey et al. (1997)
reported within-plate basalts fromnorthern Oregon and
southern Washington, and some analyses of basaltic
andesite from the Mount Bachelor chain (lat. 44'N)
reported by Gardner (1994) also have an intraplate
signature. A thorough search at Crater Lake failed to
provide any evidence for an intraplate signature @acon
1990, and unpubl. data); data available for the Shasta
area are insufficient for any conclusion. The intraplate
component does not lead to high 87Sr^6sr ratios or low
Ep6 values, as would be expected of old continental
lithosphere. More likely, it is similar to OlB-source
mantle, as suggested by Hughes (1990). A heterogene-
ous mixture of depleted and OlB-source mantle do-
mains, enriched by a subduction component has been
identified as the source of arc lavas is many studies
(e.g., Morris & Hart 1983, Gill 19M, Iltckey et aL 1986).

A possible answer to the question of how OIB-
source-like mantle domains occur beneath the Cascades
is that asthenosphere may rise locally east of the arc,
such as beneath the Simcoe volcanic field, and become
entrained in the westward flowing upper part of the
wedge. Alternatively, OlB-source-like domains may be
an integral part of the relatively young continental
margin lithosphere. This lithosphere is composed of
accreted oceanic and island-arc terranes, presumably
including a mix of MORB- and OlB-source mantle,
variously affected by Cenozoic and Mesozoic arc mag-
matism and related fluids. Lack of evidence for OIB-
source mantle beneath Crater Lake results either from a
failure of volcanism to sample it, perhaps because the
volcanic zone is much narrower (-30 km) than in south-
em Washinglon or northem California €1@ km), or to a
real absence of OlB-source "plums" there.
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In the part of the arc included in this snrdy, the
sub-arc lithosphere probably is Cenozoic in age north
of Crater Lake and definitely contains crustal rocks at
least as old as Paleozoic to the south, beneath Shasta
and probably Lassen. It is in the last two areas of
relatively ol4 and thus more "mature" crust, where we
find isotopic evidence suggestive of contamination of
some primitive lavas by crustal material.

Therrnal structure

Eruption of HAOT implies that temperatures in the
uppermost Cascade mantle are higher than indicated by
ftaditional models of subduction zones @aker et al.
1994). High temperatures at low pressures for separa-
tion of HAOT magma from the mantle required by
phase-equilibrium studies (*L290'C at 11 kbar: Bart€ls
et al. l99L), reinforced by the low pre-eruptive H2O
content of HAOT magrnas (Sisson & Layne 1993),
demand that the uppermost mantle beneath the
Cascades is, at least locally, impressively hot. This is
consistent with the youth of tle subducting slab
@rg. 1), high heat flow @lackwell et aL 1990), and
extensional environment (Rogers 1985) of the soutlem
Washington to northern California Cascades. The
low l9BePBe ratios and B concentrations in the few
published compositions of Cascade lavas also argue for
a high-temperature thermal regime in comparison to
many arcs (Leeman et al. 1990). As pointed out by
Baker et al. (1994), magmas that give rise to arc basalt
and basaltic andesite also must have traversed this same
thermal regime, and owe their distinctive composition
to melting of hydrous domains wiflin it, although the
temperature of last equilibration apparently was
*I200"C. They suggested that lower temperatures of
last equilibration for arc basalt and basaltic andesite
than for HAOT result from the st€€per adiabatic melting
curve for hydrous compositions, assuming onset of
melting at a common depth of ^,60 km.

The model presented by Baker et aL (L994) for the
origin of magnesian lavas at Mount Shast4 which we
believe applies to the primitive lavas of this study, calls
upon adiabatic upwelling and melting of sub-arc mantle
in the wedge that is locally enriched with variable
amounts of a modern, hydrous subduction-derived
component. Support for this hypothesis is found in the
mdel of Frukawa (1993) for induced flow in the wedge
owing to mechanical coupling with the subducting slab
and in the observations by hao et al. (1994) of low
P-wave velocities in the uppermost manile beneath
northern Honshu. Ongoing lithospheric extension in the
norttrern Califomia to southern Washington Cascades is
consistent with mantle upwelling and promotes escape
of primitive magrnas. The required temperatures of
1200-1300"C virtually at the base of the Cascade
crust must be transient, local phenomena, or the
lower crust must be quite refractory, as otherwise volu-
minous crustal melts would be expected. Because

HAOT has been erupted in the cenffal Oregon Cascades
from at least 7 Ma (Conrey et al. L997; D.R. Shenod,
written comm. , 1995), the uppermost manfle must have
been gradually heated owing to relaxation ofhorizontal
thermal gradients near local high-temperature regions.
Although sustained temllerafires as high as l2@-13@oC
may not be everywhere characteristic of the uppermost
mantle beneath the southern Washington to northern
Califonria Cascades. the manfle in this reeion is none-
theless anomalouslv hot.
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